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PART  A
1. Arrange the given words in alphabetical order and choose the one that comes first.
A) Qualify
B) Quarter
C) Quarrel
D) Quarry
Direction Q. 2: A foreign expression and four English phrases are given. Identify the
meaning of the foreign expression from the choices.
2. ex officio
A) Unofficial
C) A retired official

B) By virtue of official
D) Make public

Direction Q. 3: Identify the meaning of underlined word as used in the sentence, from
among four alternatives.
3. As the result came in, all the party workers were in a jubilant mood and began to
rejoice.
A) propagate
B) exclaim
C) applaud
D) celebrate
Direction Q. 4: An idiom and four possible meanings are given, identify the correct
meaning of the idiom from among the answer choices.
4. Cut no ice
A) feel uncomfortable

B) come to nothing

C) to fail

D) have no influence or effect

Direction Q. 5: Fill in the blanks in the given sentence to make it logically and
grammatically correct.
5. A lot of people believe that perspiration _________ body odour.
A) promotes
B) results in
C) makes
D) causes
Direction Q. 6 : A sentence is written in four different forms. Only one of them is
grammatically correct. Choose the correct sentence as your answer.
6. A) This problem affects each and everyone of us.
B) This problem affects each and every one of us.
C) This problem affects each one of us.
D) This problems affects each and everyone of us.
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Direction Q. 7: Four alternative substitutes are given for the underline portion. Identify
the choice that replace the underline part to form a logical and grammatically correct
statement.
7. The course is going to start on January 20th.
A) is going to start by
B) is going to be started on
C) starts on
D) starting on
Direction Q. 8: A word and four jumbled choices are given. One of the choices, when
properly arranged, give the meaning of the word. Identify the correct choice.
8. FANTASTIC
A) TIAIRLSIC
C) ALCER

B) BDCINREILE
D) YNIMIAGAR

Direction Q. 9: From the choices, select the most suitable synonym for the main word.
9. SURROGATE
A) influence

B) nourish

C) substitute

D) indicate

Direction Q. 10: From the choices, select the most suitable antonym for the main word.
10. DOCILE
A) painful

B) hesitant

C) obdurate

D) silent

Direction Q. 11: There is a certain relation between two given words on one side of : :
and one word is given on another side of : : while another word is to be found from the
given alternatives , having the same relation with this word as the given pair has. Select
the best alternative.
11. Gun : Bullet : : Chimney : ?
A) Ground
B) House

C) Roof

D) Smoke

Direction Q. 12: There is a certain relation between two given numbers on one side of :
: and one number is given on another side of : : while another number is to be found from
the given alternatives , having the same relation with this number as the given pair has.
Select the best alternative.
12. 21 : 3 : : 574 : ?
A) 23

B) 82

C) 97

D) 113
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Direction Q. 13: In the given question, four words have been given, out of which three
are alike in some manner and the fourth one is different. Choose out the odd one.
13. A) Snake
B) Whale
C) Crocodile
D) Lizard
Direction Q. 14: In the given question, four numbers are given. Out of these, three are
alike in a certain way but the rest one is different. Choose the one which is different from
the rest three.
14. A) 51
B) 144
C) 64
D) 121
Direction Q. 15: In the given question, a number series is given with one term missing.
Choose the correct alternative that will continue the same pattern.
15. 3,9,27,81, (
A) 324

)

B) 243

C) 210

D) 162

16. If in a certain language, COMPUTER is coded as RFUVQNPC, how is MEDICINE
coded in that code ?
A) EOJDJEFM
B) EOLDEJFM
C) MFEJDJOE
D) MFEDJJOE
17. Which of the following diagrams correctly represents Judge, Thief, Criminal ?


A)



B)



C)



D)
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18. A number is doubled and 9 is added. If the resultant is trebled, it becomes 75.
What is that number ?
A) 3.5
B) 6
C) 8
D) none of these
19. 40% of 1640 + ? = 35% of 980 + 150% of 850
A) 372
B) 842
C) 962

D) 1052

20. If a : b : c = 4 : 1 : 2 and (a + b + c) = 14 , then the value of c is
A) 6
B) 7
C) 8
D) 4
21. In what time, will a train 100 meters long cross an electric pole, if its speed be
144 km/hr ?
A) 2.5 seconds
B) 4.25 seconds
C) 5 seconds
D) 12.5 seconds
22. Who has clinched the 2017 womens singles India Super Series Badminton Tournament
?
A) Sung-Ji-Hyuan

B) P. V. Sindhu

C) Saina Nehawal

D) Carolina Marin

23. Which Institute has topped the 2017 National Institutional Ranking Framework
(NIRF) ratings for higher standards institutions ?
A) Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
B) Indian Institute of Technology, Chennai
C) Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai
D) Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
24. The National Girl Child Day is observed every year on
A) 26th January
B) 24th January
C) 22nd January
D) 20th January
25. Koteshwar Hydro Electric Project is located in
A) Kerala
B) Uttar Pradesh
C) Uttrakhand
D) Rajasthan
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26. Social research is
A) About statistical analysis
B) About investigating some aspect of the social world
C) Done by sociologists
D) Always complex and difficult to understand
27. A question which requires a solution is
A) Observation
B) Problem

C) Data

D) Experiment

28. Converting a question into a Researchable problem is called
A) Solution
B) Examination
C) Problem formulation
D) Problem solving
29. Which is the most objective psychological tool ?
A) Thematic Apperception Test
B) Rorschach Test
C) Interviews
D) Intelligence Test
30. A survey research methodology is particularly useful in facilitating the study of
A) People at work
B) Women at work
C) Very large populations and geographically scattered populations
D) The work force
31. What does randomization ensure in experimental research ?
A) Uniformity of the groups
B) Similarity of the groups
C) Uniformity and similarity of the groups
D) Uniformity, similarity and equalization of the groups
32. Sampling frame means
A) Identification of target and accessible population
B) Defining sample unit and selecting units
C) Preparing a complete list of the units of a finite population for drawing a sample
D) Fixing the sample size and drawing a sample
33. What is MAXMINCON ?
A) A design of experimental research
B) A method of statistical analysis
C) A combination of three key words each pointing out to a separate principle of
designing experimental research
D) None of these
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34. What is the meaning of population in Educational Research ?
A) Male, Female, Children
B) Observation of all the units
C) Elites
D) All of these
35. A sample is
A) A small research project
B) A small literature review
C) A subset of the population of the study D) A small set of data
36. Readymade and readily available data is
A) Primary
C) Organizational

B) Personal
D) Secondary

37. The case study is the study of a
A) Single group
B) Single individual
C) Single community or family
D) Single unit done intensively to bring out the processes and dynamics underlying
its problems and functioning
38. Observation, questionnaires and interviews are all
A) Research methodologies
B) Theoretical frameworks
C) Fundamental philosophies
D) Data gathering methods
39. CADA is
A) Computer Assisted Data Analysis
C) Can Anyone do Data Analysis ?

B) Card Analysis and Desk Analysis
D) Calling All Data Analysts

40. Concept is of two types
A) Abstract and Coherent
C) Abstract and Concrete

B) Concrete and Coherent
D) None of the above

41. Proportions
A) Are a particular kind of scale with measure of 1 to 100
B) Are used in calculating tests
C) Are a type of ratio in which the denominator is the total number of cases
D) Can be used to calculate the standard deviation
42. An example of probability sampling is
A) Snow-ball sampling
C) Purposive sampling

B) Quota sampling
D) Lottery sampling
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43. Mean, Median and Mode are
A) Measures of deviation

B) Ways of sampling

C) Measures of control tendency

D) None of the above

44. Which of the following is not a Graphic representation ?
A) Pie Chart

B) Bar Chart

C) Table

D) Histogram

45. Questions in which only two alternatives are possible is called
A) Multiple choice questions
B) Dichotomous questions
C) Open ended questions
D) Structured questions
46. In testing a hypothesis, the common error is
A) Type I

B) Type I and II

C) Type II

D) None of these

47. Assigning numerals or other symbols to the categories or response is called
A) Editing

B) Coding

C) Transcription

D) Tablet

48. A short summary of Technical Report is called
A) Article

B) Research abstract

C) Publication

D) Guide

49. Mixed method research refers to use of both
A) Experimental and correlational methods
B) Quantitative and qualitative methods
C) Description and intervention
D) Group and single subject designs
50. Which of the following is not covered under Intellectual Property Rights ?
A) Copyrights

B) Patents

C) Trademarks

D) Thesaurus
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PART  B
Which one of the following statements is not correct ?
A) Constitutionalism connotes in essence limited Govt. or limitation on Govt.
B) Constitutionalism is the antithesis of arbitrary powers
C) Rule of law is the antithesis of arbitrariness
D) The state cannot be held duty bound to prevent any act which may negate
the rule of law
The right to speech means right to silence. This was held by the Supreme Court of
India in ________
A) Noise Pollution (V), In Re AIR 2005 SC3136
B) PUCL v. Union of India AIR 2005 SC3136
C) Indian express Newspapers Bombay Ltd. v Union of India AIR 2005 SC3136
D) Union of India , Neeveen Jindal AIR 2005 SC3136
The appointment of the Judges of the Supreme Court of India is provided in the
Indian Constitution in Article ___________
A) 124(1)
B) 124 (2)
C) 124(3)
D) 124(4)
Which one of the following Statements is incorrect ?
A. Equal pay for equal work is a fundamental right
B. Compulsory retirement of Govt. servants in public interest does not violate
Articles 14 and 16
C. Article 16 (1) particularizes the generality of Article 14
D. Article 15 (5) was added to the constitution of India by Ninety fourth Amendment
Which one of the following statements is incorrect ?
A) Article 48-A endeavours to protect and improve the environment
B) Article 44 provides for Uniform Civil Code
C) Article 50 is based on the bedrock of the principle of Independence of Judiciary
D) The Constitution Forty third amendment breaks new ground by introducing
the innovative concept of Fundamental Duties
Which one of the following statements is not correct ?
A) Article 226 operates notwithstanding Article 32
B) Article 226 is wider in scope than Article 32
C) A writ petition against private unaided educational institution for refund of money
paid against a payment seat for admission is maintainable
D) To file a petition for quo warranto it is necessary that the petitioner must have
suffered personal injury
Who said: the word law has come down to us in close association with two notions,
the notion of order and the notion of force ?
A) Henry Maine
B) Savigny
C) Kelson
D) Blackstone
Identify who among the following jurists is not associated with the Historical
School of Law ?
A) Savigny
B) Sir Henry Maine C) Puchta
D) Duguit
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59. Which one of the following does not weaken the binding force of precedent ?
A) Decision given in ignorance of the relevant statute
B) Abrogated decision
C) Erroneous Decision
D) Decision following the foreign judgment
60. Which one of the following statements is not correct ?
A) Salmond says : the right can exist without there being a person owning this right
B) Austin says : Liberty and right are synonymous
C) Paton says : there cannot be a right without corresponding duty
D) The correlation of immunity is disability
61. Who said : ownership in its most comprehensive significance denotes the relation
between a person and right that is vested in him
A) Austin
B) Salmond
C) Blackstone
D) Maine
62. Which one of the following statements cannot be called as essentials of ownership ?
A) It is indefinite in point of time
B) Owner is under no duty to use it
C) It is always unrestricted in point of disposition
D) The owner has a right to possess the thing which he owns
63. Who says : Corpus of possession and the animus possidendi must be present to
constitute possession ?
A) Dias
B) Hughes
C) Savigny
D) Salmond
64. Which among the following does not denote mensrea ?
A) Corruptly
B) Wantonly
C) Insanely
D) Rashly
65. Which one of the following statements is not correct ?
A) M Naghten Rule explains doctrine of insanity
B) Section 34 of IPC deals with Common object
C) Section 88 of IPC deals with the death caused by consent
D) Section 96 of IPC deals with things done in private offence
66. Which Section of IPC prescribes limits for exercise of right to private defence ?
A) Section 96
B) Section 97
C) Section 98
D) Section 99
67. Abetment of a thing is defined in IPC in Section
A) 106
B) 107
C) 108
D) 109
68. Adultery is defined in IPC in Section __________
A) 496
B) 497
C) 498
D) 499
69. Which one of the following statements is incorrect ?
A) Wife cannot be punished as an abettor for an offence of adultery
B) Girl friend of the husband cannot be charged for demand of dowry
C) Offence of rape is committed even with the consent of the girl in some cases
D) The attempt to commit an offence of abetment is not an offence
70. Doctrine of self preservation in IPC is relevant to Section _________
A) 79
B) 80
C) 81
D) 82
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71. The Supreme Court in Muthuramalingam v. State (2016) SCC Online SC 713 laid
down __________
A) Every human being has one life but the retributivist psyche of the State wanted
one life each for one murder
B) Law cannot always trust the State, it will take its shape even without the State
C) Law has to conform morals otherwise it is a hanging sword of a self styled king
D) State has to be on highest pedestal while dealing with human rights activities
72. State as a person of international law must possess, inter alia __________
A) Good neighborly relations
B) Capacity to feed its own population on its own resources
C) Democratic Government
D) Capacity to enter into relations with other States
73. The Supreme Court has laid down very recently in 2016that in case of gross human
rights violation all courts should adopted __________
A) Open door policy
B) Open court policy
C) Out of court policy
D) Out of reach policy
74. The doctrine of Flying the flag in international law is associated with ________
A) Recognition
B) Extradition
C) Asylum
D) Punishment
75. Rendition in International law means _________
A) Offender may be returned to a State to be tried there under adhoc special
arrangement or on the basis of reciprocity
B) The offender may be allowed to stay and be tried in the State where found
C) The offender may be handed to the State of his origin
D) The offender can be tried at both the places, place where found and place
of origin
76. Coercive means of settlement of disputes at international law does not include ________
A) War and non war armed actions
B) Reprisals
C) Pacific blockade
D) Use of Good offices
77. Identify the incorrect statement among the following statements with reference to
Industrial Disputes Act.
A) Average pay means the average of the wages payable to a workman
B) Award means an interim or final determination of any Industrial dispute
C) Controlled industry mean an industry which is controlled by the Union
D) An organization is not an industry if it carries on its business for philanthropic
activities
78. Identify the incorrect statement with reference to Industrial Disputes Act
A) Lay off means putting aside workman permanently
B) Lay off is not the right conferred but an obligation imposed on the employer
C) The employer and employee relationship does not come to an end during
lay off period
D) Lockout is the temporary suspension of work by the employer
79. Which one of the following is not recognized mode of strike under Industrial Disputes Act ?
A) General Strike B) Stay in strike
C) Go Slow
D) Protest strike
80. Agreement in restraint of trade is void under the Indian Contract Act but it does not apply
to trade unions by virtue of the Trade Unions Act, 1926 provided in Section _________
A) 17
B) 18
C) 19
D) 20
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81. Point out the wrong statement among the following with reference to the Employees
Compensation Act, 1923
A) Dependency is a question of fact
B) The expression unmarried daughter does not include a widowed daughter who
is being maintained by her father during his life time
C) Partial disability may be temporary or permanent
D) Seaman mans any person forming part of the crew
82. Which one of the following statements is incorrect with reference to the Minimum
of Wages Act ?
A) Wages means all remuneration capable of being expressed in terms of money
B) Minimum wages is not defined in the Minimum wages Act
C) Financial capacity of the employee has to be taken in to account in fixing
minimum wages
D) Child means who has not completed his 14th year of age
83. Factories Act lays down that no adult worker shall be required to work in a factory
for more than 48 hours in any week. This is laid down in Section __________
A) 50
B) 51
C) 52
D) 53
84. Working hours for children in a factory are provided by the Factories Act in Section
___________
A) 68
B) 69
C) 70
D) 71
85. Microphones have not yet acquired notoriety as carriers of binding representations.
Promises held out over loudspeakers are often claptraps of politics This observation
was made by the Supreme Court in __________
A) Banwari Lal v. Sukhdarshan Dayal
B) Lalmanshukla v. Gauri Dutt Sharma
C) Harbhajan Lal v. Harcharn Lal
D) McPherson v. Appana
86. The Supreme Court has laid down law on instantaneous communications in ________
A) Fazuluddin v. Pancham Das
B) Bhagwandas Goverdhandas Kedia v. Girdharilal Purshottamdas
C) Ramdas Chakrabarti v. Cotton Ginning Co. Ltd.
D) Surrender Nath v. Kedarnath
87. Who said: Consideration is the recompense given by the party contracting to the
other ?
A) Justice Patterson B) Pollock
C) Blackstone
D) Lush J
88. Which one of the following statements is not the essential ingredient of undue influence ?
A) A person must hold real or apparent authority over the other
B) A person makes a contract with another whose mental capacity is temporarily
or permanently affected by reason of age
C) Where transaction is unconscionable
D) Where there is a physical compulsion to enter into the contract
89. Which one of the following statements is correct ?
A) Voidable contract can be avoided by both the parties
B) Consent is defined in Section 14 of the Indian Contract
C) Coercion makes a contract void
D) When both the parties to a contract are under a mistake of fact, the contract
is void
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90. The Rule in Hadley v.Baxendale laid down by House of Lords has been incorporated
in the Indian Contract Act in Section __________
A) 73
B) 74
C) 75
D) 76
91. Which one of the following statements is not correct ?
A) Tort is a civil wrong
B) Every civil wrong is not a Tort
C) Tort is redressible by an action for liquidated damages
D) Tort is other than mere breach of contract
92. Who is the supporter of pigeon hole theory of law of torts ?
A) Salmond
B) Winfield
C) Holt CJ
D) Lush CJ
93. The Law Commission of India in its first Report in 1956 approved the decision on
vicarious liability vis a vis sovereign function of the State given in _________
A) Nobin Chander Dey v. Secretary of State of India
B) The Secretary of State for India in Council v. HariBhanji
C) Kusturi La v. State of UP
D) State of Rajasthan v Vidyawati
94. Who said the categories of negligence are never closed ?
A) Lod Atkin
B) Lord Holton
C) Lord MacmillanD) Lord Denning
95. When there has been infringement of the plaintiffs legal right but he has suffered no
loss, the law awards him damages which are called __________
A) Contemptuous Damages
B) Nominal Damages
C) Exemplary Damages
D) Aggravated Damages
96. The Supreme Court has constituted a Bench in 2017 to hear even in vacations some
of the issues pertaining to Muslim Personal law which include ___________
A) Maintenance of Muslim wife
B) Mahar of Muslim wife
C) Uniform Civil Code
D) Polygamy
97. The most approved form of Talaq in Muslim Personal law Jurisprudence is ________
A) Talaqi Ahsan
B) Talaqi Hasan
C) Triple Talaq D) Khula
98. Dayabhag School is considered a dissident School of the old __________
A) Bombay School
B) Dravida School
C) Madras School
D) Benaras School
99. Section 14 of the Hindu Succession Act, 1956 applies to
A) Movable property
B) Immovable property
C) Both movable and immovable property D) None of the above
100. Under Hindu law, children of void marriages are ___________
A) Legitimate
B) Illegitimate
C) Illegal
D) Legitimate, subject to adoption by both the parents
___________
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